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Minnesota Republicans Using Prospect of Right-to-Work to  
Lure Wisconsin Companies 

Minnesota Republicans Recruiting Wisconsin Businesses 

 
 

(MADISON) State Representative Robb Kahl (D-Monona) has called on Legislative Republicans to take 
a step back from the brink and not allow the so called “Right to Work” legislation to come up for a vote. 
 
“Wisconsin is going to lose businesses and workers if right-to-work becomes law,” Kahl stated.   
“Republican legislators in Minnesota that have true business acumen know right-to-work will hurt the 
bottom line of great Wisconsin businesses and are well on their way to getting those businesses to 
relocate to Minnesota.” 
 
Under the bill proposed by Wisconsin Republicans, businesses that continue their current beneficial 
working relationships with the construction trades would actually face criminal penalties.  Conversely, 
Minnesota Rep. Pat Garofalo, the Republican chairman of the Minnesota House Job Growth and Energy 
Affordability Committee, stated that he recognizes the cooperative nature of the union-contractor 
relationship in the construction industry and that the construction trades are “truly a value added partner 
in training, health care, and pensions are truly jointly managed in full partnership.” 
 
The letter sent to Wisconsin businesses is attached. 
 
“As Republicans in Wisconsin begin to undertake the task of digging themselves out of their self-created 
$2 billion deficit, Minnesota legislators are trying to decide what to do with their $1 billion surplus,” 
Kahl concluded.  “We cannot afford to have Wisconsin Republicans continue to put us at a competitive 
disadvantage with Minnesota and make policy decisions that not only get in the way of Wisconsin 
businesses ability to succeed, but actually makes them criminals for cooperatively working with the 
construction trades.  Wisconsin needs to move forward and the best way to begin that journey is to put 
the right-to-work bill in a paper shredder.” 
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